
 

 

 

 

Easy to use 

Drop a nappy into the bin. Twist the handle and feel the click. The nappy is now wrapped in multi-

layer anti-bacterial film that locks away nappy odours and germs. The built-in plunger pushes the 

nappy down into the bin when you close the lid, keeping your hands clean and your room fresh. 

The only bin that twists & wraps for unbeatable odour protection 

Nappies are individually wrapped so that the smell and mess can’t escape even when you open the 

lid or empty the bin. 

Powered by Sangenic for guaranteed odour and germ protection  

Anti-bacterial film kills 99% of dangerous germs like e-coli and Staphylococcus Aureus. On contact it 

prevents nasty smells by stopping proteins being broken down by bacteria. Because it’s multi-layer, 

the film makes it even harder for odours to escape. Together with our unique twist and click system, 

it gives you unbeatable odour and germ protection every time you dispose of a nappy. 

What refill works with this bin? 

Use Tommee Tippee refills marked fits all bins that TWIST. 

Sangenic TEC & Simplee Sangenic refills DO NOT FIT THIS BIN 
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